
We’re committed to building a stronger, smarter grid to deliver electric service you can count on in good weather and 
bad. In the past five years, we’ve improved service by about 20 percent – but we’re not stopping there. 

We’re working every day, strengthening equipment and deploying advanced smart grid technology that’s making 
a difference. At our smart grid technology center, a state-of-the-art diagnostics hub, FPL engineers monitor and 
manage the performance of the electric system 365 days a year, 24 hours a day. Last year, we kept the lights  
on longer for our customers – avoiding more than 500,000 customer interruptions, performing better than all the 
other major electric utilities in the state of Florida and ranking among the best in the nation. 

See how we’re building a stronger, smarter grid:   FPL.com/smartgrid
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FPL electric rates  
go down again
Starting this month, a typical business will see a  
3 to 6 percent decrease depending on rate class 
and usage. It’s the second decrease this year. We’re 
able to pass savings on to you primarily because 
of our ongoing commitment to affordable clean 
energy, which includes replacing older oil-fueled 
power plants with ones that run on clean, affordable 
American natural gas. Learn more about the rates 
and changes on your bill:   

 FPL.com/lowbusinessbill 
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Energy Answers

Q What are some of the biggest electrical loads at my business?  
- Bob F. from Miami, FL 

A Here in Florida, your heating, air  
conditioning, and ventilation (HVAC)  

system tops the list as the biggest  
energy user in your business.  
But, lighting is actually close behind.  
See our top three electrical loads  
that use the most electricity in a  
business and recommendations  
for cutting costs:  

 FPL.com/bizanswers
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Affordable, 
clean fuels
We use mostly American-
produced clean fuel sources to 
generate the electricity you use 
to power your business. 
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Introducing FPL SolarNow™ 
Our voluntary solar partnership program, FPL SolarNow™, provides an easy way to bring clean solar energy 
to local communities, faster. Businesses and FPL are partnering to build solar canopies* in parks, zoos, 
recreation areas and museums that provide shade and generate clean, emissions-free energy, keeping  
our communities cleaner and brighter for generations to come. 

As a participant your business will receive recognition for supporting renewable energy in our community  
as well as invitations to special events, which you can share with your employees such as tours of FPL solar 
plants, electric vehicle test drives, demonstrations on the newest clean energy and energy efficiency 
technologies. Learn more: 

 FPL.com/solarnow

* Actual structures may vary depending on sun exposure and location.


